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Symphoni Lamar
Kevin Lambert

Allauna Landheart
Willis Lane

Sellina Langford
Antonio Lasanta

Akshat Kumar
Sarah Kuo

Caroline Lacombe
Samuel Ladin

Oscar Laguna Roman
Patrick Larroza

Justin Lathan
Justin Le

Caleb Leday
Raegan Ledbetter

John Lesley
Miracle Leveston

Crischelle Lewis
Jakari Lister
Conrad Liu

Trennis Lockhart
Lauren Loewen

Erik Lopez

“I applied to 
college and specifically 
NYU because I really wanted 
to start my life already and I 
wanted to do things that I love, like 
debate and research, in a beautiful 
city. Honestly, I have no idea what 
to expect in going to NYU. I think 
it'll offer me a bunch of exciting 
new adventures and a whole new 
culture shock experience with my 
transition into New York life.”

-Josh Johnwell

Time to FLY
“I applied to Pepperdine 

which is in Malibu, 
California. It's right on the 

coast and in the mountains. 
Going  there, I'm kind of 
expecting to develop as a 
musician and discover my 

sound as a singer. I'm sure 
I'll miss my family but I'm 

not worried of being alone. I'm 
actually going with my best friend, 

Angelo Silva, so we'll be rooming 
and going to classes together.”

-Nate Thompson

Seniors Take Off
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Dejenae Malveaux
Pavani Manam
Jerome Marasigan
Joshua Marin
Alex Martinez
Ronaldo Martinez

Jessica Lopez
Steven Lowry
Valerie Lozano
James Lyles
Aaron Macias
Baylee Malone

Allison Maxey
Mason Mayes
Christian McCormick
Zakiyah McCoy
Brynn McCurley
Maegan McGoldrick

Holly McIntosh
Reese Meacham
Olivia Mendieta
Marcus Mendoza
Samuel Menjivar
Trina Mercado

“I got accepted into Purdue 
University in Indiana. I 
applied there because 

they have a strong 
pharmacy program and I 
want to be a pharmacist. 

It's going to be my first 
time living alone and I 

feel like I'm going to call 
my mom a lot to ask how 
to do laundry and cook.” 

“I chose to go to Duke because 
they offer a good variety of majors, 
a nice campus, and good sports 
teams. I think I'm going to miss 
Chinatown because here there's 

authentic Chinese food 
and not really in North 
Carolina.”

-Conrad Liu

-Irina Dinu

-Jakari Lister

“I applied to Northern Arizona 
University so I could major 
in film. I learned about NAU 
through a college tour that I 
went on with my church group. 
When we went I was mainly just 
looking for a school that offerred 
film. I like self-expression and art 
as a whole. I'm not good with pen 
and paper, and I'm much better 
with a camera.”


